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STUDIES OF THE HYDROGEN ELECTRODE PROCESS 

ON LEAD CATHODE AT 

VERY HIGH ELECTRODE POTENTIALS 

By 

Atusi MITUYA and Tsunehiro YAlIfAZAKI*) 

(Received July 26, 1959) 

Number of works have been reported on the hydrogen electrode of 
lead, but they deal exclusively with higher cathodic polarization above 
600 m V and, besides, their results disagree with each other as those 
of HICKLING and SALT'l, BOCKRIS2

\ and KAVANOV and JOFA3
) as shown in 

Fig. 1. More or less similar situation holds with the works on other 
metals of hydrogen electrode. 

Nevertheless, it is often tried to extrapolate so-called exchange 
current io at zero polarization, as an important criterion for the mecha
nism of hydrogen electrode, from cathodic current i obsf'rved at high 
cathodic polarization relying upon the linear relation between log i and 
cathodic polarization -7j. 

One of the authors4) has previously reported his work on a mercury 
cathode at very low cathodic polarization by preparing and operating 
the electrolytic cell exclusively in vacuum, and has showed the presence 
of a break in the linear 7J-log i relation. This break is just that 
predicted by the dual theory 5) indicating that the above drastic extra-· 
polation is of little sense; experiments must be extended to the region 
of lower cathodic polarization for elucidating the mechanism of hydrogen 
electrode reaction. 

The present authors have conducted the experiments on lead 
cathode at expremely low cathodic polarization as reported below, by 
vacuum process as in the previous experiment on mercury cathode4

\ 

Experimental 

Materials were prepared as follows: 

*) A. M. and T. Y.: Department of Chemistry, St. Paul's University (Rikkyo Daigaku), 
Ikebukuro, Tokyo. 
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Fig. 1. Hydrogen overvoltage on lead cathode, 
observed by several workers. 

(1) Pb-cathode: Lead metal of purity 99.996%, guaranteed by the 
Mitui Metal and Mining Co .. was melted at 400°C in compartment A 
in Fig. 2 under high vacuum (below 10- 5 mmHg). Line Sl was now 
sealed off and hydrogen gas, purified by passing it through palladium 
thimble, was slowly introduced through a breakable joint in the Figure 
to push the melt from A to C, through the trap B where the oxides 
in the bulk of the lead metal was separated. A glass tube D with 
a platinum contact sealed in a glass rod was thus covered with the 
pure molten lead by its lower end as shown in the Figure, and hydrogen 
gas filled now the combined spaces of A, Band C up to the greeseless 
tap T. As the lead cooled and solidified, it plucked the inner tube 
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A 
B 

C 

I to V(1.cuum via 
greaseless tap T 

D 

Fig. 2. Scheme of prepamtion of cathode materials. 

at S" where a scratch is preliminarily filed, keeping the geometry of 
the lead cathode and the platinum seal as shown in the Figure. 

The outer tube was now cut off at S3 and glass around the lead 
electrode was removed by hydrogen fluoride solution in air. The lead 
metal thus obtained had a color and brilliant shine like a polished 
silver and firmly fixed to the platinum contact. The cathode thus 
prepared was now worked out to make Cell-I, as shown in Fig. 3, and 
subjected to cathodic purification of the lead electrode in electrolytically 
purified O.IN-HCI solution in F: (cf. (III)) under vacuum. 

The cathodic purifif'ation was cond ucted similarly as in the previous 
work" *; using redistilled water in F3 for wash and F, for drain. After 
these procedures, the constrictions S" S5 and S6 were sealed off, and 
a proper amount of electrolytically purified O.IN-Hel solution in F; 
(cf. (III)) was introduced by a careful distillation through the breakable 
joint a, and then the purified hydrogen was introduced through b, just 

;;) Cf. Ref. 4, § 1, (1). 
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O.lN-HCl 

h 

O.lN-HCl 

T to va~ullm 
Pt ref. electrode 

Ph cathode 

Cell-I 

Fig. 3. Dia'?,-ram of the pre-electl'Olitic purification apparatus 
for the electrodes in electrolytically purified_ 

to put the gas-liquid interface at the platinum reference electrode in 
order to facilitate it to work as a reversible hydrogen electrode. The 
cell was completed by sealing off the constrictions a and b. Its complete 
make-up is shown in Fig. 4. The apparent area of the cathode was 
5.8 cm2 and the hydrogen gas pressurl:l was 560 mm Hg at 19°C. 
(II) Pt-electrodes: Because of very large apparent area of the cathode, 
a platinum anode of the form of a shallow dish as shown in Figs. 3 
and 4 was used to prevent any appreciable polarization. The platinum 
reference electrode was a platinized platinum plate, which was placed 
close at the bottom of the dish in order to prevent any granule of 
platinum black from coming down into the solution. These platinum 
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Pt-l'eference 
electrode 

Pt-anode 

Fig. 4. Electrolytic cell. 

electrodes were platinized in this dish to cover the whole surface of 
the plate and the inner surface of the dish only. The methods of the 
purification of the platinum electrodes were the same as those des
cribed in the previous report'). 
(III) H2 gas and O.lN-HCI solution: Cylinder hydrogen was purified 
by passing it through a palladium thimble, a liquid oxygen trap, being 
kept afterwards from contacting any greased tap or joint. 

The pre-electrolytic purification of O.lN-HCI solution was carried 
out in Cell-II under vacuum, as shown in Fig. 5. Solution in flask Fl 
was introduced into Cell-II by vacuum distillation, and the electrolysis 
was continued for 5 days, applying a terminal voltage of 0.4 V between 
platinum anode and lead cathode. After the electrolysis, the solution 
was introduced into evacuated flask F; and F~ via S., breaking the 
joint by an impact. The amounts of solution in F; and F~ were so 
adjusted that they just touched the surface of the platinum reference 
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O.IN-He] 

Fi)(. 5. Di:lg't'am of the pre-electrolytic purification 

apparatus for 0.1 N-HCI. 

electrode when introduced into Cell-1 for completing the cell as des

cribed in (I) or into Cell-II for pre-electrolysis respectively. 

The measurement of the current density at each fixed polarization 

of the lead cathode was conducted as follows: 

When the cathode was polarized at a constant cathodic polarization 

after being left unpolarized, the current i decreased with progress of 

time to tend asymptotically to a definite value particular to the applied 

polarization r;. Whenever the cathodic polarization was increased 

(decreased) from a constant value at which an asymptotic current was 

approached as above, the current increased (decreased) first instan-
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taneously and then slowly decreased (increased) to tend to an asymptotic 
value higher (lower) than the foregoing one. The asymptotic current 
at any definite polarization was almost reproducible as in the case of 
mercu,ry·). The time required for approaching the asymptotic current 
to a certain extent varied from 20 to 300 hrs according as the cathodic 
polarization was higher or lower. It was concluded from these experi
mental facts similarly as in the previous case') that the asymptotic 
value gives the current of genuine hydrogen electrode reaction at the 
appropriate constant cathodic polarization, where the ionization of metal 
attains partially equilibrium. 

The polarization of the anode referred to the reference electrode 
was completely immeasurable for the asymptotic current density 
below 2 x 10- 6 amp. cm-2

• Results of measurements at such experimental 
condition were only adopted as sound and shown in Fig. 6, since then 
any measurable potential gradient in the solution may be absent. 

Result and Discussion 

Fig. 6 shows the observed 1)-log i relation*\ where annexed numbers 
to points denote their order of the measurements. Since i at a constant 
polarization should approach the asymptotic value from upwards or 
downwards according as the constant cathodic polarization is raised or 
lowered from the foregoing constant one, the points in Fig. 6 con
sistently determines the 1)-log i curve as drawn in the figure, which 
is reliable at least down to point 6. 

We note now that the unidirectional backward current 1, is practi
cally ignorable compared with the unidirectional forward current i of 
the hydrogen electrode reaction 

2H++2e = H2 

in the region of the present measurement, according to the equation 

i = i (1 - exp 2FT) )6)7), whether the stoichiometric number!; of the rate
vRT 

determining step be 1 or 2. It follows that Fig. 6 practically presents 
1)-log i curve and moreover that the latter is by no means linear . 

.. ) This value may be referred to the standlrd hydrogen electrode which is calculated by 

adding ::; • log (7:0 . ~) to the directly observed value referred to the reversible 

hydrogen electrode in the cell, where P is the hydrogen pressure and C is the activity 
of the H+ ions in the solution. 
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Fig. 6. The '1)-log i relationship of lead hydrogen electrode. 

The usual linear extrapolation of io from measurements of i at higher 
cathodic polarization is in consequence of little sense. 

rt was found that at Z·8ro current the potential of the cathode 
rose slowly up to -0.186 m V within 24 hrs. which kept perceptibly 
constant for 400 hrs as observed after the series of measurements shown 
in Fig. 6 in contrast with in the case of hydrogen electrode of mercury. 
when the cathode potential attained practically to that of reversible 
hydrogen electrode at zero current. This result could be understood 
on the ground of the observed rapid decrease of i with decreasing 
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cathodic polarization as follows. The metal ion concentration at the 
equilibrium of the ionization of the metal decreases with increasing 
cathodic polarization. The concentration is hence reduced during the 
series of the measurement to the value corresponding to the cathodic 
polarization greater than ca. 200 m V. The metal electrode should now 
be ionized a good deal in order to attain the equilibrium concentration 
at the reversible hydrogen electrode potential. The positive electricity 
required for the metal ionization must, however, be supplied by the 
progress of the hydrogen electrode reaction. But since the latter is 
extremely slow at lower cathodic polarization, the metal ionization is 
practically checked as observed. It might be pointed out that the 
observed extremely slow hydrogen electrode reaction at lower cathodic 
polarization favours the inhibition of self-discharge of lead accumlators. 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the present 1)-logi relation 

with earlier results. 
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Fig. 7 compares the present results with earlier ones mentioned 
above')2)3\ No description is found in these earlier works except in 
that of KAVA::-<OV and JOFA3

) about the measurement of the reference 
electrode for measuring the cathodic polarization. 

SUlnmary 

Cathodic current i of the hydrogen electrode process on lead cathod 
was observed over the range of cathodic polarization from 0.18 to 0.39 
volt by vacuum operation. The log i was found not linear function of 
7) and to decrease with increase of 7) more rapidly at highsr 7) just as 
in the case of mercury cathode (Ref. 4). Linear extrapolation of Jog i 
to 7)=0 for the exchange current io from higher cathodic polarization 
is in consequence quite impracticable. 
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